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Effect of frustrations on magnetism in the Ru double perovskite Sr2YRuO6
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Localized Ru51 spins in Sr2YRuO6 form a fcc lattice with an antiferromagnetic~AFM! nearest-neighbor
~NN! couplingJ'25 meV and rather low Ne´el temperatureTN526 K. Analysis of the electronic structure of
Sr2RuO4 results in the effective Heisenberg model. We have studied the effect of frustrations on the AFM
type-I structure of Sr2YRuO6 in the spin-wave approximation. In the model with only NN coupling the AFM
state is unstable due to frustrations, andTN50. Stabilization of the AFM state occurs due to the next-nearest-
neighbor couplingI or due to the magnetic anisotropyD. Very small valuesD/J;I /J<1023 are enough to
obtain the experimental values ofTN and sublattice magnetizationm51.85mB /Ru ~62% from the nominalS
53/2 value!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.024409 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Jm, 75.50.Ee
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mixed ruthenates with perovskite-based crystal structu
have been intensively studied during the past ten years.
primary interest results from the recent discovery of the
perconductivity in Sr2RuO4 ~Ref. 1! that is the only oxide
superconductor without Cu isostructural to La2CuO4. Then it
was found that other ruthenates have quite interesting m
netic and electronic properties. A very complex phase d
gram is observed in the Sr22xCaxRuO4 layered perovskite
alloy system with several structural phase transitions, str
competition of the ferromagnetic~FM! and antiferromag-
netic ~AFM! spin correlations, and the metal-insulat
transition.2,3 The corresponding three-dimensional~3D! per-
ovskite SrRuO3 is a robustly ferromagnetic metal withTC
5165 K,4,5 which makes it rather unique among the 4d ox-
ides. Sr2YRuO6 provides an interesting counterpoint to the
materials. Like them, it features a perovskite derived str
ture with strong Ru-O hybridization and magnetism. Ho
ever, its double perovskite structure, in which every sec
Ru is substituted by Y, disrupts the Ru-O perovskite str
tural motif of intersecting 1D chains. As a result, the co
pound shows more localized electronic and magnetic beh
ior than most of the perovskite derived ruthenates~an
exception is Ca2RuO4, which is a Mott insulator!. In particu-
lar, Sr2YRuO6 displays an antiferromagnetic, insulatin
ground state,6,7 and according to local spin density approx
mation ~LSDA! calculations should be described as a loc
moment system. Its magnetic properties are strongly s
pressed in comparison with typical three-dimensio
antiferromagnetism where one would expectTN;J and sub-
lattice magnetizationm'2S.

The nearest-neighbor~NN! couplingJ has been obtained
by the first-principles spin-polarized electronic structu
calculations,8 J'25–30 meV. The observed Ne´el tempera-
tureTN526 K is less than 10% ofJ. One explanation is tha
0163-1829/2003/68~2!/024409~6!/$20.00 68 0244
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the value ofJ reported is from LSDA calculations, which
often give an overestimate. However, in this well hybridiz
4d oxide, on-site Hubbard correlations should be weak co
pared with 3d oxides and the nature of the gap betwe
different manifolds of 4d derived states is different from th
underestimated gaps of semiconductors such as Si or G
Thus it is unclear whether this is the correct explanati
Similarly, for Ru51 S53/2 while m51.85mB /Ru measured
by neutron diffraction is near 60% of its nominal valu
3mB /Ru. Our primary interest in Sr2YRuO6 is to gain an
understanding of the suppression of magnetism in this c
pound. The secondary motivation is provided by rec
reports9,10 of superconductivity up to 60 K when the com
pound is doped with Cu. The fcc lattice of Ru spin
Sr2YRuO6 with the AFM NN coupling is known to be frus
trated. For the AFM type-I state with FM orderedxy planes
that are staggered alongz axes, all four in-plane couplings
are frustrated while eight out-plane couplings are not fr
trated. On the mean-field level, the effective molecular fi
acting on each spin is reduced to 4J instead ofzJ (z512 is
the NN number! for the unfrustrated lattice. Similarly, in th
Ising model, frustration also reducesTN ~Ref. 11! but not so
strongly as in the experiment. We have shown in this pa
that the transverse spin fluctuations are the most importan
the frustrated fcc lattice resulting in the total suppression
the AFM state in the Heisenberg model with only NN co
pling. Weak next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! coupling or small
anisotropy gives stabilization of the AFM state with reduc
TN andm.

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC
COUPLING IN Sr 2YRuO6

The substitution of every second Ru by nonmagnetic
justifies the cluster approach to the electronic and magn
properties of Sr2YRuO6. Indeed, each RuO6 cluster has no
common oxygen with the NN cluster. The coupling occu
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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via Ru-O-O-Ru bonds. That is why the results of the tig
binding calculations of the electronic structure of Sr2YRuO6
with RuO6 cluster as the fcc lattice site are very similar
the ab initio linearized augmented plane wave~LAPW!
calculations.8 Substituted nonmagnetic Y ions can be cons
ered as a diamagnetic substitution in perovskite SrRuO3 with
concentration of vacancies 0.5 and their space ordering~Fig.
1!. These vacancies have strong influence on the magn
coupling of the NN Ru spins. While in the SrRuO3 the cou-
pling is FM, in the Sr2RuO4 there is strong competition o
FM and AFM interactions,12 in the system Sr22xCaxRuO4
the AFM becomes stronger with increasing Ca concentra
~see a review paper13 on ruthenates!, and in the Sr2YRuO6
there is quite strong AFM NN coupling. Thus in ruthenat
the magnetic properties have more variety than in cupr
with the AFM NN coupling.

The origin of this variety is the specific feature of th
electronic structure of ruthenates formed by (t2g2p)-p
bonding. An orbital degeneracy oft2g Ru states results in th
multiband self-doping metallic state in SrRuO3 and
Sr2RuO4. An estimation of the electron correlation effec
givesU<W, whereU is the Hubbard intra-atomic Coulom
interaction, andW is the electron band half-width,W5zutu
for the nearest-neighbor hopping case. Due to diamagn
substitution by the ordered vacancies in Sr2YRuO6, the hop-
ping Ru-Ru parametert is sharply decreasing, theW!U
ratio results in strong electron correlation regime
Sr2YRuO6 with the insulator~semiconductor! ground state,
although the possibility that Sr2YRuO6 is a band insulator
has not yet to be excluded. In zero approximation ont, we
have a system of uncoupled RuO6 clusters. The electronic
structure of RuO6 cluster has been studied in the pape8

Here we will present some results of Ref. 8 that are imp
tant for the exchange interaction analysis.

The crystal field in RuO6 cluster splits the Rud orbital in
t2g andeg states. The Op orbitals are involved both inpdp
and pds bonding with Ru. The intraclusterp-d hopping
results in the following molecular orbital~MO!:8 13 non-
bonding MO’s, 43E0(ps)193E0(pp); five bonding
MO’s, 23E2(Eg)133E2(T2g); five antibonding MO’s,
23E1(Eg)133E1(T2g). HereE0 is the electron energy o
the atomic orbital in the crystal field, and the bonding~anti-
bonding! energies are equal to

E6~Eg!50.5$E0~ps!1E0~eg!6@„E0~ps!2E0~eg!…2

116ts
2 #1/2%, ~1a!

FIG. 1. The ordered diamagnetic substitution of every sec
Ru by Y in SrRuO3 ~a! results in the Sr2YRuO6 lattice ~b!. Here
notations are3 ~Ru!, s ~O!, h ~Y!.
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E6~T2g!50.5$E0~pp!1E0~ t2g!6@„E0~pp!2E0~ t2g!…2

116tp
2 #1/2%. ~1b!

A sequence of terms is the following:

E2~T2g!'E2~Eg!,E0~ps!,E0~pp!,E1~T2g!,E1~Eg!.

These terms are occupied by 39 valence electrons.
statesE2(T2g), E2(Eg), E0(ps), E0(pp) take 36 electrons
and the rest three electrons form high spinS53/2 configura-
tion with half-filled E1(T2g) term. The symmetry ofT2g
MO is the same as thet2g atomic Ru orbital.

The NN AFM coupling results from the intercluster ho
ping. In the standard superexchange approach, it is the
O-O-Ru interaction. The same interaction can be conside
as a result of the intercluster hopping between the NN Ru6
clusters, the xy-xy hopping with the amplitudets

50.75tdds . The corresponding exchange energy~per clus-
ter! is equal to 2J0;ts

2/D, whereD is the Hund-type ex-
change splitting of theT2g MO. The estimation of the pa
rameters from the LAPW calculation8 gives 2J50.05 eV.
This value is consistent also with the difference in energy
the AFM and FM states obtained byab initio spin-polarized
band-structure calculation.8 For simplified tetragonal struc
ture of the Sr2YRuO6 ~Fig. 1!, the valueDE5EFM2EAFM
50.12 eV, due to the tilting of RuO6 octahedral and the
monoclinic lattice distortionDE50.095 eV. The NNN cou-
pling I results from the Ru-O-O-Ru-O-O-Ru or Ru-O-Y
O-Ru bonding and can be estimated to be

I;ts
4/D3<1022 J.

The magnetic properties of the localized spins
Sr2YRuO6 will be discussed in the framework of the isotro
pic Heisenberg model,

H52
1

2 (
f ,R

J~R!SW f•SW f 1R , ~2a!

J~RW !5J~2RW !, J~0!50. ~2b!

The NN distance will be denoted asR151/A2 ~lattice
parametera51), the NNN distanceR251. In the fcc lat-
tice, there arez1512 NN’s with interactionJ(RW 1)52J, J

.0 andz256 NNN interactionsJ(RW 2)5I , I .0. We intro-
duce two sublatticesA andB with sitesaW belonging toA and
bW to B, ^SA

z &52^SB
z &[S̄. For the AFM type-I phase, we

have FMxy planes with alternating AFM order alongz di-
rection. It is convinient to substitute NN spin in two group
inside thexy plane withRW 1[dW and outside thexy plane with
RW 2[dW . Here,

dW 5S 6
1

2
, 6

1

2
, 0D ~xy!, dW 15S 0, 6

1

2
, 6

1

2D ~yz!,

dW 25S 6
1

2
, 0, 6

1

2D ~xz!.

d
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In these notations, we have

^SaW
z
&5S̄, ^SaW 1dW

z
&5S̄, ^SaW 1dW

z
&52S̄, ^SaW 1aW

z
&5S̄,

~3a!

^SbW
z
&52S̄, ^SbW 1dW

z
&52SW , ^SbW 1dW

z
&5S̄, ^SbW 1aW

z
&52S̄.

~3b!

Due to FM order in thexy planes, all four NN AFM
couplings in this plane are frustrated. Nevertheless, the e
out-plane AFM couplings are energetically favored. Thus
the mean-field approximation~MFA!, frustrations decreas
the value of the effective fieldh̄ acting on each spin. Withou
frustrations one would expecth̄5z1JS̄512JS̄, due to frus-
trationsh̄54JS̄. In the MFA, the Ne´el temperature is given
by TN5Jz1S(S11)/3 that is much higher than the expe
mental valueTN526 K. Decrease ofh̄ due to frustrations
decreasesTN by a factor of 3 but it is still rather large
Similarly, in the Ising model the suppression ofTN due to
frustrations is also known8 and results inTN'700–900 K
that is also too large. Thus we have to consider at least
transverse spin fluctuations.

III. SPIN-WAVE THEORY OF FRUSTRATED
ANTIFERROMAGNET ON THE fcc LATTICE

The exact equation of motion forSf
1 operator after the

Tyablikov ~random phase! approximation becomes linear,

iṠfW
1

'(
R

J~RW !~^SfW1RW
z

&SfW
1

2^SfW
z
&SfW1RW

1
!. ~4!

Below, we will divide the Hamiltonian by the paramet
z1J to work with dimensionless values. Then Eq.~4! for two
sublattices may be written as (l5I /J)

iṠaW
1

5
S̄

z F(
dW

~SaW 1dW
1

2SaW
1

!1(
dW

~SaW 1dW
1

1SaW
1

!G
1

lS̄

2z2
(

aW
~SaW

1
2SaW 1aW

1
!, ~5a!

iṠbW
1

52
S̄

z F(
dW

~SbW 1dW
1

1SbW
1

!1(
dW

~SbW 1dW
1

1SbW
1

!G
2

lS̄

2z2
(

aW
~SbW

1
2SbW 1aW

1
!. ~5b!

We introduce a Fourier transform in the two-sublatti
state and by the standard way find the transverse s
fluctuation Green functions,

^^SF
1~qW !uSG

2~2qW !&&v5GFG~qW ,v!, ~6!

GAA5
2S̄~v1S̄aq!

D~qW ,v!
, ~7a!
02440
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2S̄~v2S̄aq!

D~qW ,v!
, ~7b!

GAB5GBA52
2S̄2bq

D~qW ,v!
, ~7c!

D~qW ,v!5v22Vq
2 , Vq5S̄«q , «qW5@aq

2~l!2bq
2#1/2,

~8!

where aq50.33(11cxcy)10.5l(12gq), bq50.33(cx
1cy)cz , ci5cos(qi/2), i 5x,y,z, gq50.33(cosqx1cosqy
1cosqz).

We will restrict ourselves below to the simplest case
S51/2 instead ofS53/2 for Sr2YRuO6. One may expect
only the quantitative difference forTN and other thermody-
namic characteristics while the qualitative behavior sho
be the same. The most important new physics ofS53/2 in
comparison toS51/2 case results from the single-ion aniso
ropy. However, in Sr2YRuO6 the t2g

3 high spin configuration
is a half-filledt2g shell with zero orbital moment. So there
no spin-orbital contribution to the single-ion anisotropy
the ground state and only very small contribution from t
excitedd3 configuration takes place. That is why we negle
the single-ion anisotropy and will consider the exchange
isotropy in the following section.

As concerns the isotropic Heisenberg AFM, there are s
eral random-phase-approximation~RPA! approaches for the
arbitrary spin value. One of them uses a parametrized Gr
function,14 another uses the representation of spin opera
for arbitrary S in terms of the Hubbard operatorsXmm8

5um&^m8u, where m is a projection ofSz ~Ref. 15!. The
main effect for theTc andTN is given by a trivial renormal-
ization J→JS(S11). We obtainJ from the energy differ-
ence of the FM and AFM states,DE, and the main contri-
bution toDE in the RPA approach isuDEu5JS2. Thus, the
influence of the spin valueS on the ratio is given by the
following:

kTN/uDEu;S~S11!/S25111/S→1, S→`. ~9!

For S51/2 andS53/2, the difference is given by a facto
5/9. We are interested in the changes of theTN in two to
three orders of magnitude due to the NNN coupling and
exchange anisotropy.

For S51/2, the self-consistent equation for the AFM o
der parameterS̄ has the form (t5T/z1J)

S̄~t!5
1/2

I ~t!
, I ~t!5

2

N (
q

aq

«q
coth

S̄~t!«q

2t
. ~10!

At zero temperature, cothx→1 and the zero-temperatur
sublattice magnetization is given by

S̄~0!50.5/I 1~l!, I 1~l!52N21(
q

aq~l!/«q~l!.

~11!
9-3
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In the other limit,T→TN , S̄→0 (cothx→1/x) and one
obtains for the Ne´el temperature

tN51/4I 2~l!, I 2~l!52N21(
q

aq~l!/«q
2~l!. ~12!

Let us consider the integralsI 1 and I 2 near G5(0,0,0)
point of the Brillouin zone~BZ!. After a series expansion
over the small wave vectorq,

aq'@22~qx
21qy

2!/81lq2/4#/3, q25qx
21qy

21qz
2 ,

bq'@22~qx
21qy

2!/82qz
2/4#/3, «q

25~qz
21lq2!/9,

for the integralI 1 we obtain

aq~l!

«q~l!
5

22~qx
21qy

2!/81lq2/4

~qz
21lq2!1/2

. ~13!

If there is only NN AFM couplingJ andl50, then the
magnon spectrum in the vicinity ofG point becomes one
dimensional with the dispersion alongz axis. The cancella-
tion of the dispersion in thexy plane is the frustration effect
It results in the divergence ofI 1;*dqz /qz; ln qz→` mean-
ing S̄(0)→0. Similarly for the integralI 2 nearG point, we
obtain

I 2;E dqz /qz
2;1/qz→`, TN→`.

These instabilities of the AFM phase on the fcc latti
were known long ago.16–18Due to frustrations, amplitude o
the transverse spin fluctuation becomes very large and
AFM state is suppressed. In our opinion, it is very likely th
the main reason for the very smallTN in comparison to the
LSDA value ofJ in Sr2YRuO6 is the suppression of antifer
romagnetism by spin fluctuations. The stabilization of t
AFM state may be caused by the NNN exchan
interaction19,20 or by the magnetic anisotropy.

IV. STABILIZATION OF THE ANTIFERROMAGNETIC
STATE BY THE EXCHANGE ANISOTROPY

It is clear from Eq.~13! that the NNN couplinglÞ0
restores the three-dimensional magnon dispersion at smq
and rules out the one-dimensional singularity. The effec
the NNN coupling has been studied in detail.19,20 The FM
NNN coupling stabilizes the AFM type I structure, while th
AFM NNN coupling results in the stabilization of the AFM
type III phase. TheTN(l) dependence has been obtained
Ref. ~19! numerically; it looks very similar to theTN versus
anisotropy dependence~see Fig. 3 below!. The other conclu-
sion of Refs. 19 and 20 was that the exchange anisotr
itself without the NNN couplingl cannot stabilize the AFM
state. This conclusion is rather strange because anisot
results in a gap in the magnon spectrum that prevents
singularities.

To study the effect of the exchange anisotropy, we s
from the Hamiltonian
02440
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e
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H52
1

2 (
f R

J~R!~Sf
1Sf 1R

2 1jRSf
zSf 1R

z !, jRÞ1.

In the simplest variant, we take into account the anis
ropy only for the NN coupling and give up the anisotropy f
NNN coupling. Thus we believe

jD511D, ja51,

whereD is the dimensionless anisotropy parameter,D5(Juu
2J')/J' . The origin of the anisotropy is the RuO6 octahe-
dron rotation. The angle of rotationw512° is small, thus we
believeD!1.

A simple generalization of the spin-wave theory to t
D!1 case gives the renormalized Green functions~7! and
~8! with substitutionaq(l)→aq(l, D), etc., where

aq~l,D !50.33~11D1cxcy!10.5l~12gq!, ~14a!

«q~D !5@aq
2~l,D !2bq

2#1/2. ~14b!

A self-consistent equation for the magnetization is deriv
similar to Eq.~10!. The sublattice magnetization atT50 is
given by

S̄~l,D !50.5/I 1~l,D !, ~15a!

I 1~l,D !5
2

N (
q

aq~l,D !/«q~l,D ! ~15b!

and the Ne´el temperature reads like

tN~l,D !50.25/I 2~l,D !, ~16a!

I 2~l,D !5
2

N (
q

aq~l,D !/«q
2~l,D !. ~16b!

At l50 andD→0, both integralsI 1 andI 2 are divergent
resulting in TN→0, S̄→0. To find analytically asymptotic

FIG. 2. The sublattice magnetizationS̄ at T50 as a function of
the anisotropyD.
9-4
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behavior atD→0, we consider separately contributions fro
important symmetry lines in the BZ where magnon spectr
at D50 is soft. The straightforward calculation gives th
following asymptotic~at l5I /J50):

S̄~D !'
1/2

0.043~2 ln D !11.256
, ~17!

TN~D !5JH 4AD/~114AD !, 0,D,0.05

0.34212.6D, 0.05,D,0.1. ~18!

The dependence ofS̄ andTN on the anisotropy paramete
D is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The sign of the exchange anisotropyD.0 corresponds to
the Ising-type anisotropy withJuu.J' . In the limit D→`,
the transverse spin components become unimportant an
Heisenberg model transforms into the Ising model. As
have mentioned above, frustrations in the Ising model
crease bothS̄ and TN ~Ref. 11! but not so strongly as to ge
TN!J. For each value ofD.0, there is a gap in the magno
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spectrum that results in the stabilization of the AFM type
phase. Recently, similar problems of frustrated antiferrom
netic Heisenberg systems have been studied in Refs. 21
where effect of the quantum fluctuations is also importan

Comparing our calculations and the experimental data
Sr2YRuO6, we should remind that experimental valueS
53/2 and monoclinic distortion of the lattice may result
the Dzyaloshinsky-Moria interaction as well as in the e
change anisotropy. It is clear that all anisotropic interactio
are small versusJ, that is why for a qualitative understandin
of the experimental data we restrict ourselves to the
change anisotropy withD!J.

To getTN530 K with J5300 K from Eq.~18!, it is nec-
essary to haveD5831024. That means the anisotropy o
the exchange interactionJuu2J'5DJ50.24 K ~very small!.
This anisotropy in Eq.~17! results in

S̄~831024!50.32

that is 64% from the nominal value ofS51/2. This value of
the sublattice magnetization is in good agreement with
neutron-diffraction data.6

In conclusion, we have studied the effect of frustrations
the Heisenberg AFM on the fcc lattice with the NN AFM
coupling. In the type-I AFM structure, frustrations result
the soft magnon modes along several dangerous lines in
BZ. For example, near theG point the magnon dispersion i
quasi-one-dimensional that provides typical low-dimensio
singularities in the spin-wave theory. Very small NNN F
coupling or Ising-type exchange anisotropy can stabilize
AFM state. We believe that this is the reason of smallTN
with largeJ in the double perovskite Sr2YRuO6.
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